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You are good composer of rap beats and have really created some good score that you find
authentic. Now you want to sell the original score or beat to the companies that deal in rap-beats.
These companies buy the rap music with complete legal authority of the rights over them and pay
you the royalty only once. However the sum is attractive and that is why many small time musicians
and people who create rap notes at home or as leisurely activity wish to make some extra money
from the activity.

If you are in mood to sell rap beats there are few things that you need to consider before you sell
beats to a company. There are important considerations and these considerations will help you deal
with the companies that buy the beats and pay you a good price for the music. A lot many people
donâ€™t know about these few important things when they go to sell their own composition. And they
end up getting less money than they thought they deserved.

1. Make the Rap Beats using Rap Instrumentals: It is often seen that people produce and compose
the rap music using software and other techniques. However if you use the instrumentals along with
the software, the creativity improves and the person can get good beats. Usually a music producer
has a plan in mind and that is how it will turn out to be. You can actually use the instrumentals to
compose the score better than software. The beat buyers are expert people and they know how
beautifully you compose the music and how much labor you have input in them. As a result they
quote good price for the good original work done.

2. Make Something Demanding: If you have no idea what beats are liked by the rappers and rap
music fans or buyers, make sure that you listen to contemporary beats and visit the site of the
buyers to find out the notes that they buy. You can hear the samples of songs and sounds in some
sites to get an idea about the type of creation they buy. You can get inspired by such composition
and compose something indigenous using the instrumentals and software for the rap note. If you
feel lost in the middle, take time and cool your head down. Remain alone for few hours and if
required visit some tranquil place like river side, forest areas and beautiful valleys where you will get
inspired to create the thing that is inside you.
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